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2020  TEAM BUILDING



As Pennsylvania’s Adventure Headquarters, Seven Springs proudly offers a 

variety of comprehensive team building exercises that will get your 

team working together in unique and innovative ways. Team building 

encompasses experiential and adventure learning by encouraging individuals 

to work cooperatively, challenge themselves in a supportive environment, 

improve self-esteem and learn creative approaches to problem-solving. 

Groups participate in games, travel through obstacle stations and as a  

group decide ways to solve proposed challenges.



Our Team Building program provides an experience like no other. Group objectives 
include having fun, building leadership skills, encouraging better lines of communication, 
developing trust, learning how to collaborate and getting to know one another better. We 
want participants and the facilitators in the Seven Springs Team Building program to walk 
away from the day feeling that they have accomplished their goals. The experience is in the 
activity. The adventure is in you!

THE COURTYARD
The Courtyard has plenty to offer for a relaxing day outside by the pavilion with pickleball, volleyball, basketball, 
cornhole, bocce ball, and horseshoes.

ESCAPE TRAIL
The escape trail is a  great way to enjoy beautiful surroundings of the resort while hiking on a one mile long 
trail going from station to station to work together to solve puzzles and riddles along the way. The trail can be 
completed at a leisurely pace if desired or a competition against the clock for an extra challenge.

ESCAPE ROOMS
There are a variety of different set of challenges and unique experiences. Our escape rooms have a series of 
games, riddles, puzzles, locks, and keys that you and your team try to overcome the challenge of escaping the 
room. Don’t forget the clock is ticking which adds an additional element of excitement.

GONE IN 60 SECONDS 
Using the concept of the extremely popular TV show “Minute to Win it”, we have created a new team building 
program called “Gone in 60 Seconds”. We combined a variety of short, fun, and accessible games that 
everyone can enjoy. Everyone will be motivated to complete objectives in under a minute. Teams will be vying 
for the top spot by earning as many points as possible in their respective challenges. This is guaranteed to be 
a great activity that allows employees to have fun and build core strengths at the same time.

DIGITAL SCAVENGER HUNT
Each team is provided with a digital camera, a map and a set of clues. Teams must decipher the clues as they 
begin exploring the resort. A variety of clues will require the teams to learn something new about the resort 
while being asked to take a photo of your team with the clue. Creativity is encouraged.



ICE BERGS
Interested in team building but don’t have a lot of time? Allow one of our facilitators to bring the fun to you! 
Breaking the Ice is a program created to break-up a meeting and focus on communication, group thinking, 
and teamwork. Our facilitators will incorporate one to three activities filling up to a one hour time frame. The 
activities are hand selected by the facilitator based on your group demographics.

TEAM BUILDING INITIATIVES 
Team initiative activities bring individuals together to solve challenging problems that require cooperation and 
communication skills.

LOW ROPES ELEMENTS
Develop communication and trust using physical and mental challenges that require group interaction. Low 
rope course activities are never more than three feet off the ground. Team development and leadership 
concepts are taught through a series of fun problem solving activities. After completing each low rope course 
element, our facilitators help groups reflect upon their experience to explore how they function as a team and 
ways to become more effective.

HIKING EXPEDITION
Take a step off the property and into the Great Outdoors. View the cascades, waterfalls and wilderness as you 
work together to complete some of our team building challenges along the way. 

BUILD A BOAT
Bring your entire group for one of the most unique events at Seven Springs Mountain Resort! We provide each 
team with the supplies. The ultimate goal is building a cardboard boat and paddle that will transport two of 
your team members across our family pool in a race for the quickest time. You will be amazed at how many 
boats actually make it. A hilarious event that brings out the creativity and ingenuity in everyone!



SURVIVING SEVEN SPRINGS
Imagine being stranded on top of the mountain by a lake and having to survive with your team. Your team 
will be given objectives to conquer in order to survive. In the end, you will learn how to Survive Seven Springs 
along with competing against other teams on who built the best shelter or quickest fire. Are you ready to see 
if you can survive?

PAINT AND SIP
Let your inner Picasso shine with a local artist and enjoy a glass of wine to paint and enjoy unlimited laughs. 

TOUR DE SPRINGS (Build a Bike)
Is your team looking for a team building event with a little something extra? Want to make a difference in your 
community and share the experience with your colleagues? Try one of our charitable team building programs. 
Your team will enjoy a little competition in a friendly, supportive atmosphere and give back to the community 
at the same time!

Charitable activities include:

• Build a Bike: Participate in a series of activities to earn parts. Once all the pieces are collected,    
 construct the bike! As your prize, donate the finished bikes to a charity of your choice!

 

LAUREL RIDGELINE ZIPLINE TOUR
Defy gravity and soar above Seven Springs Mountain Resort on the Laurel Ridgeline Zipline Tour. This  
world-class zipline experience is a highly-interactive tour that will connect you with nature. Enjoy the beauty of 
the Laurel Highlands as you zip ten times, rappel and cross two bridges on this over one mile, three hour tour. 

SCREAMING HAWK ZIPLINE
Defy gravity and soar above Seven Springs Mountain Resort on the Screaming Hawk Zipline Course! Just lift 
your feet, lean back and enjoy this adrenaline-filled ride as you fly down nearly 2,000 feet of ziplines. The 
Screaming Hawk features a cargo climb, four zips, sky bridge and auto belay. You’ll feel like you’re flying on 
this thrilling, high-speed adventure! 



ALPINE TOWER & LOW ROPES
Challenge your ingenuity as you scale the 50 foot climbing Tower. We teach the participants the 
skills they need to know to climb and belay. After completing the Tower, work as a team to achieve 
success in our many low ropes teambuilding activities. 

BUILT TO WIN
Gone in 60 Seconds combined with Build a Boat. Start out competing in Gone in 60 Seconds to 
receive Build A Boat parts. Once you have enough parts, build your boat to transport across the pool. 

PAINTBALL
Different from your traditional paintball game, this high energy, fast paced teambuilding event 
tackles a military approach with a focus on strategic planning, leadership and problem solving. 
This event is designed to be customized to your group’s needs.



ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME

THE COURTYARD 1-2 Hour Timeframe

ESCAPE TRAIL 1 Hour Timeframe

ESCAPE ROOM 1 Hour Timeframe

GONE IN 60 SECONDS 1-2 Hour Timeframe

DIGITAL SCAVENGER HUNT 1-2 Hour Timeframe

ICE BERGS 1-2 Hour Timeframe

TEAMBUILDING INITIATIVES 1-2 Hour Timeframe

LOW ROPES ELEMENTS 1-2 Hour Timeframe

HIKING EXPEDITION 1-2 Hour Timeframe

BUILD A BOAT 1-2 Hour Timeframe

SURVIVING SEVEN SPRINGS 1-2 Hour Timeframe

PAINT AND SIP 1-2 Hour Timeframe

TOUR DE SPRINGS (BUILD A BIKE) 2-3 Hour Timeframe

LAUREL RIDGELINE ZIPLINE 1-3 Hour Timeframe

SCREAMING HAWK ZIPLINE 1-2 Hour Timeframe

ALPINE TOWER &
LOW ROPES INITIATIVES

2-3 Hour Timeframe

BUILT TO WIN  
(Combination of Gone in 60 Seconds & Build a Boat)

1-2 Hour Timeframe

PAINTBALL 2-3 Hour Timeframe

THE PARROT PACKAGE 
(2 Low Ropes & 6 Initiatives)

1-2 Hour Timeframe

THE PIEROGI PACKAGE
(2 Low Ropes, 5 Initiatives & 1 Advanced Element)

2-3 Hour Timeframe

THE PIRATE PACKAGE
(3 Low Ropes, 3 Initiatives & 2 Advanced Elements)

2-3 Hour Timeframe

GROUP PHOTOS
Action packed photos of 

your event on flash drive (per hour)

For more information, please contact Sarah Brown at sbrown@7springs.com. 

TEAM BUILDING TIMEFRAMES
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